REPOINTING BY MECHANI
Repointing - the Age Old
Problem
The basic problem with
repointing is that very few people
enjoy doing it. lt is slow, messy
and there is very little pleasure or
profit in it.
So, the natural temptation for the
person doing this work is to try to
find ways of doing it more quickly,
such as not taking out enough
of the old mortar, causing havoc
with the dust from raking it out or
rushing the pointing and leaving
an untidy finish. This means that
without a lot of close superyision,
the person paying for the work is
never really sure of its quality or
has to spend time sorting out the
chaos caused by the way the work
is done.
All too often what should be a
simple job turns into a series of
problems for everyone concerned.

Gun-point - The Quality
Repointing Service
At Gun-point our approach
solves these problems through the
use of the latest technology, unique
patented equipment and highly
trained personnel.
We are not caught in the
disastrous circle of inefficiency and
skimping. Our systems include
a unique range of power tools to
ensure a proper depth of rake of
the old mortar and our patented
mortar pump and gun ensures new
mortar is put back into the joint
thoroughly.
We specialise in deep pointing
and overhead works, raking and
repointing of old hard cementbased mortars and our experience
in solving both the technical and
operational problems of repointing
is second to none.

All our teams are trained to
use this equipment accurately and
carefully and repointing is their only
activity.

We have extensive experience
of brick, rubble, stone and ashlar
properties as well as tunnels,
kerbstones and paving.

Raking - The Key to a
Good "Key"
The crucial element of repointing
is to take out enough of the old
mortar, but this is tiring, dirty and
time consuming, so very few do it
properly.
No one else has our range of
raking tools and at Gun-point we
see them as vitally important. Our
basic tools have integrated dust
guards with adjustable plates which,
once set, ensure a constant depth
of rake.

The guards are linked to our own
specially designed dust extraction
units which save the property and
the operative from the mess and
inconvenience normally associated
with raking out.
There is thus little disturbance to
the residents and other workers on
site.

And because our teams are
all full-time, they know how to
use these tools with the minimum
possible damage to the face.
We follow the recommendations
of British Standard 8221 and
the BRE (a depth equal to twice
the width of the joint subject to
a minimum of 20mm) - but any
depth may be specified - and more
importantly, maintained.

CAL INJECTION
Mortar Colours
and Finishes

At Gun-point we offer a
full range of mortar colours
and finishes to suit the
requirements of the project
and complement the
aesthetics of the original
construction materials

Bucket Handle
(recommended)

Weathered Struck
(recommended)

Flat or Flush
(recommended)

Weathered,
Struck and Cut
(recommended but usually incurs
higher costs)
Recessed
(not usually
recommended
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'Gun-point's
environmental policy
ensures that all
grinding out
equipment is fitted

with effective vacuum
dust extraction units
as sfa ndard'
IF YOU WOULD LIKE A QUOTATION,

OUR CLIENTS INCLUDE
ALFRED MCALPINE LTD
BERKLEY HOI/ES

LTD'

.

BARNSLEY HEALTH AUTHORITY

BHRVHEALTHCARETRUST' BIRMINGHAIV C.C.

BIRSECONSTRUCTION

BLACKBURN B.C.

'

'

BRITISHWATERWAYS

CONSTRUCTION' CARMARTHENSHIREC.C.' CHERWELLD.C.
CRAWLEYB.C.
CITYOFSWANSEA. COSTAIN COTSWOLDD,C.

BULLOCK

DARTFORD B.C.

.

DAVENTRY D.C.

.

. 'DEVON C.C. .

'

EAST STAFFORDSHIRE B.C.

EPSOI/& EWELLD,C,' EQUITABLELIFE
HEREWARD HOUSINGASSOCIATION' HERTFORDSHIRE C,C,
L.B. OF SUTTON
L.B. OF LEWISHAM
JOHN LAING LTD
MOWLEIM
MERTHYRryDFILC.B.C.
LUTON 8.C.
LAINGHOIVES
EASTSUSSEXC.C.

.

.

'

.

NEWCASTLECITYWORKS' N.H.B.C.'

.

PETERBOROUGH

R. MANSELLLTD

.

C.C. .

RAILTRACK' REDROWHOMESLTD

ROTHMANS INTERNATIONAL
SLOUGH ESTATES

.

' NOTTINGHAI/ C.C.
PRINCESSALEXANDRAHOSPITAL,

.

.

RHYL

TEL: 0161 406 8080
FAX: 0161 406 8089
E.MAIL:

SHEFFIELD WORKS DEPARTIVENT

SOUTH OXFORDSHIRE D.C.

STAFFORD B.C,

GUN-POINT LTD
734 STOCKPORT ROAD WEST
BREDBURY

STOCKPORT SK6 2EE

NORWESTHOLSTLTD

NORWICH UNION INSURANCE GROUP

OXFORD C.C. .

DEMONSTRATION, REFERENCE OR
ANY OTHER INFORMATION ABOUT
THE GUN-POINT RANGE OF SERVICES,
PLEASE CONTACT

STOKE C,C,

TARMAC CONTRACT HOUSING

'

ST, ALBANS C.C.

TANDRIDGE D.C,

'
TAWOOD

YOUR LOCAL OFFICE:

CONSTRUCTION
'TRY CONSTRUCTION
LTD
'
TWIGDEN HOI/ES LIIVITED . ryNE & WEAR PT.E,
UNIVERSITY OF NEWCASTLE
' W.F CURTIS LTD
WS, ATKINS (OXFORD C,C,) . WELWYN HATFIELD D-C.
WILLIAM SUTTON TRUST . WILLIVOTT DIXON LTD
TRAFALGAR HOUSE LTD

WILTSHIRE CONSTRUCTION (MIDLANDS) LTD
THE ROYAL BOROUGH OF WINDSOR & MAIDENHEAD
WOLVERHAMPTON M.B.C.

.

YORK C.C.

Pioneering innovation
in the development of spe cial fools
and techniques including
unique patented equipment'.
'

